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Commencement

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
CLASS OF 2018
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL

Commencement Exercises

SUNDAY, THE TWENTIETH OF MAY
TWO THOUSAND AND EIGHTEEN
NINE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING

BLUE HILLS BANK PAVILION
290 NORTHERN AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
#SUFFOLK2018

Snap memories of the day using our Commencement Snapchat Geofilter; give your fellow graduates a shout-out on Twitter or give thanks to loved ones; and share photos of the day on Instagram.

##AFTER THE CEREMONY

As soon as the ceremony is over, we ask that you please meet your graduate at the pavilion exit.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

Prelude
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

Processional
(Please rise)

Academic Procession
Leonard J. Samia, BSBA ’69
Marshal

Call to Commencement Exercises & Welcome
William J. O’Neill, Jr.
Dean of Sawyer Business School

National Anthem
Erica Wisor, BA ’18

President’s Remarks
Marisa Kelly
President

Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree
Brenda Bond
Chair, Institute for Public Service and
Associate Professor of Public Administration

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Business Administration
Commencement Address
Paul S. Grogan
President and CEO, The Boston Foundation

Class Greetings
Boitshoko Phalatse, BSBA ’08, MBA ’18
Redona Marku, BSBA ’18

Conferring of Graduate Degrees
Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees

Alma Mater
Select Members of Rampage, Suffolk’s Show Choir

Closing Remarks
William J. O’Neill, Jr.

Recessional
Paul S. Grogan’s life’s work has been the betterment of communities. He is president and CEO of the Boston Foundation, one of the nation’s oldest and largest community foundations. Under Grogan’s leadership since 2001, the Foundation has become a highly influential civic convener on issues and challenges facing the City of Boston and the region. Grogan has launched high-impact initiatives in areas including education, youth violence prevention, community development, health care, and the arts.

Before joining the Boston Foundation, Grogan served as vice president for government, community, and public affairs at Harvard University and as a senior lecturer at the Harvard Business School. He spearheaded commitments to the community that included significant funding for affordable housing and the Harvard After-School Initiative. He also founded the “CEOs for Cities” civic innovation lab.

Earlier, as president and CEO of the nonprofit community development intermediary Local Initiatives Support Corporation, Grogan spearheaded a period of national policy successes, including the creation of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit, the establishment of the HOME program, the strengthening of the Community Reinvestment Act, and the creation of the New Markets Tax Credit.

Grogan’s passion for cities began with his service in the administrations of Boston Mayors Kevin H. White and Raymond L. Flynn. He headed Boston’s neighborhood revitalization efforts in the early 1980s, helping to pioneer a series of public/private ventures that included the Boston Housing Partnership and the Boston Compact, a partnership between the city’s corporate community and public school system.

Grogan is a founder and director of the Community Development Trust and a director of New Profit Inc. He is co-author, with Tony Proscio, of Comeback Cities, a book that has been called “arguably the most important and insightful book on the American city in a generation.”

Grogan holds a bachelor’s degree in American History from Williams College and a master’s degree in administration from the Harvard Graduate School of Education.
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING

Matthew Dupee
Camille Thomas

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTING

Michael Edward Bulger

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Diksha Khanna
Loreta Lesi
Jun Li
Xxx Nazhen
Jorge Nigrinis
Maria Nigrinis

Sujin Park
Rafael Andre Sanchez
Piseth Tann
Kelvin Tsang
George Eliécer Vega
Zhenni Wu

MASTER OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION

Shorouq Subhi AlHarthi
Ernest Spaull Antwi-Boasiako
Bettina Bastien
Brett Berman
Bissan Biary
Matthew Pat Bicchieri
Megan Cox
Yaneth V. Cristancho Prada
Zachary DiPasquale
Marjorie Louise Duffel
Kevin France
Jordan Hirsch
Rachel Kulig

Jessica Lacy
Meghna P. Lahiry
Hugh F. McGlone, Jr.
Alexa Morell
Samantha Papin
Maggie Pontius
Jessica Hope Resmini
Emily Elizabeth Richardson
Virginia Crystal Sanabia
Clayton Shih
Carla Villacorta
Karen White

* MBA/JD Dual Degree Candidate
** MBA/MSA Dual Degree Candidate
*** MBA/MSBA Dual Degree Candidate
**** MBA/MSF Dual Degree Candidate
# MPA/JD Dual Degree Candidate
## MPA/MSCJS Dual Degree Candidate
### MPA/MSPS Dual Degree Candidate
△ MSA/MST Dual Degree Candidate
△△ MSA/MSBA Dual Degree Candidate
△△△ MSA/MSF Dual Degree Candidate
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Hana Abdelkhaled
Yazeed A. Alnaeem
*** Oladipupo John Awogboro
Qinyue Ban
David Alan Buccheri
Oksana Cacciola
Carol Sahuque Cardozo
Yi Cheng
Yuke Wui Chung
Kathryn Costelloe
J. Richard Crowley III
Megan Daley
Vastie D’Haiti
## Karolyn Alison Donnelly
Kayla Durkee
Anlin Fan
Samuel Farkas
Diba Feroz
Jaimie Gagne
△ Xu Gao
### Menglu Ge
   Michael Gleason
   Rachyl Goodine
#### Kristen Hajjar
   △ Miyrem Hasan
      Michelle Hughes
      Lisa Huynh
      Tori Janice
      Hugh Kelly
      Jessica LaFlamme
      Lauren Lanza
## Michael Cooper Leonard
   Chun-Feng Li
### Jun Li
   Michelle Li
   Hu Liu

Songming Liu
Yang Liu
Yan Long
Thach Luu
Nesly Lynch
Henry Mai
Loan Mai-Phan
Asel Matkerimova-Gong
Anna McGrail
Brendan Murphy
Fatou Ndiaye
## Darrell Jay Nicholson, Jr.
   Robertson Odilon
   Jenna Elizabeth Persico
△ Long Hai Phan
   John-Paul Phelan
   Yinglin Qiu
   Zhengye Qiu
   Jessamine Restivo
   Martha Safien
   Breelle Scarano
   Michael Seigfried
   Peter Shaheen
   Eric Shand
   Yang Shang
   Manwah So
## Bobby Solo
   Ming Song
   Mary Tang
   Xuehan Tang
   Hung Tran
   Meijuan Wang
   Shannon White
△△ Zhenni Wu
△ Wei Yu
△ Yue Zhou

★ MBA/JD Dual Degree Candidate
## MBA/MSA Dual Degree Candidate
#### MBA/MSBA Dual Degree Candidate
##### MBA/MSF Dual Degree Candidate
# MPA/JD Dual Degree Candidate
#### MPA/MSCJS Dual Degree Candidate
### MPA/MSPS Dual Degree Candidate
△ MSA/MST Dual Degree Candidate
△△ MSA/MSBA Dual Degree Candidate
△△△ MSA/MSF Dual Degree Candidate
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION

Anaiz Perez Camargo
Sophie Longjiao Chen
Fang Fang
Δ Xu Gao
Δ Miyrem Hasan
Sharon Huang
Lindsay Katz
Meredith Kriz

Germano Adeodato Lima
Jeremy Moreau Lima
Craig Pellet
Δ Long Hai Phan
Helena Suong Tran
Jeffrey Walch
Δ Wei Yu
Susanna Zhou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Muneera Alfadhel
Razan Alshebel
ΔΔ Oladipupo John Awogboro
Jeremiah C. Boyd
Christopher David Butler
Colin Coughlin
Antonio Di Nunzio
My Doan
Brikena Duro
Yashesh Jitendra Gaglani
ΔΔ Menglu Ge
Eric L. Gottlieb
ΔΔ Kristen Hajjar
ΔΔΔ Lu Hua
Teng Huang
Xingyao Huang
ΔΔΔ Aleksei Iakovlev

ΔΔΔ Δelmiona Jani
Timothy James Jurevic
Jiawen Li
Samuel Lu
Umesh Mahat
Raquel Martinez
Christelle Mbah
Girish Menda
Ruixue Miao
Roy Muller, Jr.
Manoj Kumar Reddy Narala
Anh Ngoc Lan Nguyen
Steven Anthony Nickas
Odilbek Nurmamatov
Chu Hao Su
Duong Thuy Truong
Adithya Venkatesan
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL SERVICES AND BANKING

**Thuy Thu Dang**

**Jiwei Wang**

**MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

Ishmawil Karim Abdul-Matin
Amel Alawami
Emmanuel Vitor Carreira Andrade
Xavier Arias Tejeda
Allison J. Bauman
Moussa Cisse
# Anthony Michael Davis
Joshua Derouen
Luckner Desir
John P. Doris
Shirley Fajardo
Maria Daniella Fernandes
M. Alexander D. Flannery
Karissa Goff
## DeAngela Golden-Venable
Blair Haney
Dion Irish
Shey Jaboin
Melissa Jacobson
Elizabeth Jasse
Chuna Keophannga
### Valerie Leahy
### Colin Loiselle

Jiwei Wang

Jimmytri Louis-Charles
John Patrick McCarthy
Callie McDermott
Sean Mills
Barbara Morton
Daniel J. Napolitano
Kara Louise Nyman
Johnny Kevin Manh Pham
Alisa Raymond
Irene Aguilar Rodriguez
Michael Benjamin Silveira
Kathleen Alice Sullivan
Bianny J. Suncar Pena
Denise Marie Taylor
Christopher Thibault
Michael Patricio Vazquez
Yarlennys Villaman
Chinterna Vong
### Kimberly Wells
### Christine E. Wilkins
### Priscilla A. Williams
Sara Jan Willig
Ryan Woods
Brendan Akashian
Lauren Alcarez
Alyaa Hasan Alharbi
Abby Arcadipane
William Arria
Meredith Ball
Lisa Ryan Bernard
Jason Blydell
Rachael M. Boggia
Katelyn Bolgioni
Rebekah Bowie
Jessica Nicole Buckley
Yolanda Burrell
Matthew R. Butler
Leandro Tejo Cabral
Shawn Cadagan
Maya Calabrese
Taylor Kaitlin Callahan
Adam John Camiel
Adam Carlsen
Stephanie Carlson-Flynn
Brian James Carter
Coye E. Carter
Mark Catalano
Mariam Chobanyan
Giovanni Cintorrino, Jr.
Samuel Fidler Colburn
Cory-Lynn Connolly
Katherine Couto
Ashley Ann Cox
Luara Da Silva
Gerard Davis
Jameson Davis
Shaunna Shiers Davis
Matthew DeCilio
Karolyn Alison Donnelly
Timothy Doyle
Peter Duni
Michael Lawrence Durham
Imane Elazri
William Faherty
Alma Fataj
Amanda Fauver
Astrid Flores
Stephany Garza
Anisa Gjini
Brian J. Goddard
Emmanuelle Gnahon Godo Solo
Brandon Keith Gordon
Ryan Harrison Gordon
Colleen Graham
Tatiana Grava
Mohammed Hamati
Kenneth S. Hannan, Jr.
Brian James Harvey
Joseph C. Hasson
Nell Herberich
Emily Claire Hicks
Lu Hua
James Huang
Aleksei Iakovlev
Yousef Ali Jaafar
Elmiona Jani
Lilah Jones
Kaylee Kach
Alex Kelly
Ari Kerstein
David W. Kingsley
Areti Kumunduros
Thanapong Kuntikamonkul
Michael Anthony LaRocco, Jr.
Michael Cooper Leonard
Ruoyi Li
Sydney Carol Littlefield
Ken Luong
Telia Lynch
Piyatida Mahuttanaraks
Philip Martineau
Anwaar Masoud
Caley McCaslin
Matthew McLaughlin
Edwin Melendez
Samah Mohamed
Bryce Moker
Carley Monell
Peggy Montlouis
Carolyn Morgan
Brendan James Mulcahy
Kyounosuke Naka
Daniel Webster Newell III
Minh Trung Nguyen
Ngoc Nguyen

Darrell Jay Nicholson, Jr.

Maria Nigrinis
Alma Nikolla
Pitchakorn Niruntasukrat
David Nuernberg
Joyce Nunes
Haolath Osseni
Annapoorani Parameswaran
Eric Peary
Chelsea Pereira
Boitshoko Phalatse
Tyler Pierce
Glennie Polynice
Rachel Price

Laura M. Quinn
Declan Regan
Jennifer Rodas
Laurin Romeos

Allison Anne Rosa
Kristyn Rotchford
Jesse Russell
Erin Ryan
Daniel Anthony Sanchez
Jasmin Sanchez
Supriya Saraswat
Lauren Scannell
Heather Scudellari Hallgren
Sasha Seed

Kerri Ann Shaughnessy
Beverly Shraybman
Simran Singh

Bobby Solo

Prsni Sookraj
Ali Soufan
Matthew Stadolnik
Carlyn Strang
Tamara Tavares
Mayuri Yogesh Thanvi
Pablo Tourn
Xuancong Tran
John Anthony Trevisone

James William Tsaparlis
James Twiford
Patrick Sean Tyler
Lauren Renée Van Abel

George Eliécer Vega
Anna Veret
Diana Asun Walsh
Jeffrey Weinstock
Matthew Weld

Samantha Rochelle White
Morgan Williams
Ryan Willis
Nicholas Wolk
Jillian Woods
Christopher Wright
Alan Zhang
Feng Zhu
Mark Zuccaro

Brendan Seamus Coleman
Anu Daniel
Andrew Donovan
Kristen Eisenhauer
Carl Gisnarian
Brooks Johnson
Sarah Kinsley Lunn
David Joshua Merrill

Laura Ogonowski
Christina O’Keefe
Anastasija Prakharenka
Anthony L. Singleton
Alicia J. Smith
Karine Stephens
Jennifer Wiens
Simon Fitzgerald Wright
Candidates for
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Renee Melanie Abadi Wasserman  
* Abdulaziz Abahussain  
** Wadie Abbas  
* Christine Ghaleb Marie Abi-Jaoude  
Yazeed Abu-Ghazaleh  
Alexandros Adamakis  
Abimbola Ajiboye-Richard  
Mehrose Akhtar  
Ajian AlAjlan  
Fahad AlAjlan  
Fahad Saud Al Arifi  
Khiarina Albanese  
** Saad Khalid Al Bilali  
Osvaldo Alcantara Gonzalez  
* Mohamed Al Fadhel  
+ Eisa Alfahim  
* Angela AlGosaibi  
+ Saad Alhamar  
Sahar Ali Alhamdy  
Sultan Al Hammad  
* Abdulla Alhosani  
* Zayad Mohammed Alhussaini  
Thamer Al Kabbani  
** Hamad Badie Alkhooori  
* Mohamed Yousif Alkhoori  
** Luna Almada  
Sultan Almohanna  
Ziyad Alnasser  
Ali Al Nowais  
Gonzalo Alonso  
+ Mohammed Al-Qarni  
Maryam Alrafi  
Sultan Al-Saud  
Ahmad Alshanti  
Muhammad Al Tajel  
Faisal Yahya Alyahya  
* Aina Amangeldina  
Anthony Amenta  
Justin Amoroso  
* Nancy Ngan An  
Yi Qian An  
Maddison Anderson  
Douglas Andrade  
Dunia Andrade  
Ruth Noemi Andradez Mendoza  
Krasimir Antonov  
* Jialin Ao  
** Dominique Anabelle Apollon  
Saul Argueta Valdez  
** David Aron  
Giorgi Asatiani  
Charles Aversa  
Artem Axelrod  
*** Sarah Azzaoui  
** Shayne Joseph Bailey  
** Benjamin Bancroft  
+ Karla Baquerizo  
Ahmad Sami Barakat  
Hugo Barrera  
* Rachelle Bassett  
* Samantha Batres  
Sarah-Rose Beatrice  
* Chelsea A. Belanger  
* Sarah Belhaouari  
*** Vincent Benetreau  
* Alexander Bennett  
** Antonia Bennington  
Mohamed Benouanas  
Janio Bermudez  
Owen Bernstein  
Angielsos Bido  
Taha Bilici  
* Michael Bonetti  
* Cara Nicole Bongiorni  
* Nicholas Boretos  
Jean-Pierre A. Bourand  
* Erin A. Bourgeois  
Devin James Brady  
Ashley Brenner  
Diego Melchor Brier Lopez Guerrero  
Marielee A. Brito Diaz  
*** Haley Anne Brown  
Matthew Bruno  
Jane Buckley  
* Talal Bugshan  
* Yassen Buhilaigah  
*** Chau Truong Quynh Bui  
Thanh Ha Bui  
William Burke  
Miguel Angel Cabral Stampar  
* Nicole Cacchiotti  
Carlos Campanella  
*** Alicia Cannalonga  
* Zachary T. Canter  
* Riccardo Caputo  
* Eliany Castro

*** Summa Cum Laude  
+++ Highest Distinction  
** Magna Cum Laude  
++ High Distinction  
* Cum Laude  
+ Distinction
Aja-Monet Cato
Nicholas Centrella
Ashley Lee Ann Cesero
Justin Chan
** Brady Chant
Christopher Chao
Hassan Chawla
Hongjing Chen
Ling Chen
Meici Chen
Nickie Chen
WeiQi Chen
Yisong Chen
* Tiffany Cheung
Cho-Yueh Chien
* Demetrius B. Chokshi-Fox
*** Chi-Kang Chuan
Kerby Clerger
Marlon Cohen
* Olivia Rose Colantuoni
** John Paul Conroy
** Maria Alejandra Corchuelo C.
Carlos Cordoba
* Matthew Costello
Cherin Lynn Crowley
Luis Miguel da Gama Rodrigues
Mick D’Agostino
Ingeel Dalal
* Jake Damphousse
Alberto Dangond
Anh Dao
Andrey Davidovich
* Rebecca Davis-Allan
Nick De La Cruz-Escobar
Erdogan Demiroren
Ethan Desseta
Ousmane Diagne
* Eleanor diCicco
KimberlyAnn DiCredico
** Uyen Dien
+++ Kristin Dimitrova
Kien Dinh
* Thanh Dinh
Sydney di Taranto
Jeffrey DiTullio
Nam Hoang Do
* Fei Dong
Colin Donnelly
Nina Dorion
Shane Dorsey
Hannah Drain
* Holly Driscoll
* Yuming Du
John Dubray
Danny Ham Duong
Thomas Alexander Eisele, Jr.
** Ksenia Epishina
** Adeline Esther
Santiago Estrada Gonzalez
Andre-Samir Etienne
Brooke Eustace
Jesse Farmer
Xuezhi Feng
Jaime Figueroa
Jacob Flax
Justin Ray Foley
* Matthew Foley
Aaron Fulop
* Nicole Maxine Fusaro
Mark Fusco
Anthony Galloway
Ana Cecilia Galvez
Geraldine Garces
Alan Garcia
Karen Garcia
Sandra Y. Gaviria
* Cassidy Rose Geisler
+++ Andrew Gelderman
* Farouk Ghandour
Juliana Gigas
Karla Dolores Ginebra Pozo
* Kimberly Ginsberg
Brenna Gomez
* Jacqueline Greiner
Hagop Grigorian
Maurice Bernard Griot Perez
** Zachary Michael Grogan
** Sara Grujic
* Olivia Rose Guarino
* Paulo Guedes
Jeremy Adolfo Guevara
Sebastian Guevara
Melissa Guirand
* Maria Isabel Gutierrez Eusse
JeanCarlos N. Guzman
Minh Ha

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
+++ Highest Distinction
++ High Distinction
+ Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

+ Michelle Habie  
* Mohammed Hafiz  
* Matthew Hajec  
Daria Hall  
Marouff Hanif  

*** Kiley Michelle Hannan  
Frida Harari  
* Jessica Harmon  
** Christopher Adam Hassapis  
Tessy Nour Hatoum  

*** Rashed Hawimal  
* Wenchao He  
** Brendan Heinze  
* Patrick Michael Hennessey  
Ashley Hernandez  
* Willamy Hernandez  

** Marisabel Herrera Mendoza  
* Colby Mark Hipona  
* Rina Hirate  
Michael Ho  
Pin-Chia Ho  
* Cara Hoey  
Dean Holbrook  

*** Taylor Holmes  
** Olivia Rae Hoover  
John Hopkins  
* Canaan Hourani  
Fengrui Hu  
Tingting Hu  
Xifan Hu  
* Carla Huang  

+++ Haiyan Huang  
* Jiaxing Huang  

*** Xuefang Huang  
* Yufei Huang  
Zheng Huang  
Tatyanna Hubbard  
* Tim Hussmann  
Sang Le Phu Huynh  
Lisa Hoang Hy  
Edward G. Hynes  
Alonso Ibarguren  
Alberto Isaia-Constain  
Kayla Jaffe  
Andres Jaramillo  
* Jack Jenkins  
* Prapaphan Jenlapwattanakul  

* Deuk Young Jeong  
Yiru Jiang  
*** Jaliyah Jones-Robinson  
++ Kenza Kabbour  
* Arianna M. Kafie  
Portia Kam  
Serafim Kaminskiy  
Jingwen Kan  
Agnieszka Kania  
Tyler Karpiej  
Ralph Kassin  
Eleni Katavolos  
Nicole Katsudas Di Bello  
Arianna Kaufman  

*** Sahag Alexan Kavlakian  
Karim Andres Kayali Lopez  
* Denis Kazakov  
Christopher Kealey  
* Michelle Kearney  
Andrew Kelley  
Christie Kelley  
Shane A. Kelley  

++ Nicholas Kellicker  
Samuel Joseph Kent  
* Elizabeth Kerek  
Steve Ketchanga  
+ Aftab Ahmad Khan  
+ Umar Khan  
Anthony Khatsenkov  
Sopheak Khorn  
Artur Khvan  
John Kilvington  
Carina Klyachman  
Chun Kit Bill Ko  
Clayton Konopacz  
Rafic Korban  
* Alexey Korolev  
Eleni Katerina Kotsiopoulos  
Leonardo J. Kronfle A.  
* Anthony Labate  
Sophiea Lage  
Jodanny Lamisere  
** Michelle Lampert  
* Kevin Douglas Landers  
Ryan Landry  
** Vinh Lang  
* Ryan Langlois  

*** Summa Cum Laude  
+++ Highest Distinction  
** Magna Cum Laude  
++ High Distinction  
* Cum Laude  
+ Distinction
** Bachelor of Science in Business Administration **

Min Myo Latt
* Danielle Lazarz
* Hai Van Le
Nguyen Le
* Phung Vi Le
* Le Thi Thanh Ngan
* Jeremy Lee
Zhi Lei
* Seanna Lemos
Parker Hilliard Leonard
* Vincent Edward LePore
Nicholas Asher Lewis
Chen Li
Jianxi Li
+ Meiuy Li
Xingxian Li
Jian Liang
** Xiaoyan Liang
Kham Lieu
+++ Daravithou Lim
Abigail M. Lima
** Fernanda Lin
Li Lin
** Yanqin Lin
Jennie Leonora Linhares
Hao Liu
*** Hejian Liu
Jiang Liu
Ming Liu
+ Shuhan Liu
Yanan Liu
* Lindsey Marie Lo
Allison Loftus
Valeria Lohr
** Eric Loo
* Fernando Lopez
* Sarah Nina Lopez
Luis Guillermo Lora Rodriguez
Patrick A. Lospennato
Shan Lou
Lu Au Duong Hai Le
Yongjia Lu
* Yuekan Lu
Matthew Luberto
*** Hannah Lunetta
Borja Lusarreta Velasco
* Ly Thanh Man

Junsheng Ma
* Teng Ma
* Jonathan Mace
Thea Madan
* Ashley Maffeo
Chui Chi Mak
Kameliya K. Makaveeva
Anderson Maldonado
Zuhair Shahid Malik
* Laura Malis
+++ Michael Ryan Malynn
Xingyuan Mao
*** Tiana Maraia
Shantal Marcano Castillo
Cory Marcotte
** Redona Marku
* Jennifer Martin
** Nicholas Martin
* Lindsay Martins
* Usama Masood
Kristjana Mbrice
Melissa McCarthy
Brenna McCoubrey
* Ryan McGann
Matthew McInnis
Taylor Medeiros
Volodymyr Medin
** Aisling Sara Mehigan
** Kaitlyn Mentlick
Maria Fernanda Merayo
Catterina Mesiano Rosas
Michael Messer
*** Katherine Milne
** Renzo Miranda
+ Ina Mitrushi
* Elissa Mogauro
* Behrad Mohseni
** Zhenning Montagna
Pablo More
Samuel Moreinis
+ Kensuke Moriyama
Nikoletta Moutsopoulos
Daniel Moynihan
Alvaro Mozos Prieto
Rakan Murghalan
Hamzah Nabulsi
*** Alexandra Nagri

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

+++ Highest Distinction
++ High Distinction
+ Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

* Marc Najjar
++ Kazuya Nakamura
*** Erik Nelson
   Daniel Duc Minh Nguyen
   David Nguyen
+++ Diep Nguyen
   Hamy Nguyen
   Han Nguyen
   Nguyen Minh Hieu
   Nhi Tran Nguyen
   Nguyen Tuan Phong
   Tram Nguyen
   Trang Nguyen
*** Trinh Nguyen
   Vanessa Nguyen
   Viet Hoang Nguyen
   Rosephine Nguyen-Phan
   Yigang Ni
   Ismail Nibrasse
* David Norton
* Jake Norton
* Alexander Nucci
* Carter Nuttall
   Stephanie Ugochi Nwogu
   Michael O’Connor
* Nolan O’Connor
   Erik Alexandre Oddoux
* Daniel Olszewski
+ John Tolulope Olubambi
* Megan Georgina O’Neill
** Meghan O’Regan
*** Paola Ortiz
* Jessica Ortiz
* Eugenio Ottino
   Ming Ou
   Jaspreet Kaur Pabla
* Andre Padilla
* Pasquale Palmisano
   Wenchoao Pan
* Victoria-Leigh Parisi
   Chandani Patel
* Dhurv D. Patel
* Hemini Patel
   Riddhi Piyush Patel
*** Daniel Pelosi
** Fenglan Peng
* Junyi Peng
   Jowan Roberto Perez
* Gabriella Perez Escobar
   Ellen V. Pham
*** Mai Pham
*** Qui Pham
*** Trinh Pham
   Mick-Kelly Pierre
   Emmanuel Pierre-Louis
   Kenny Pinho
* Jacqueline Nicole Pisano
   Ambrosio Plata
   Daniela Plata
   Paul Joseph Poirier III
* Karen Politano
   Christian Polli
   Pongthanachart Pongsurthisattha
   Ryan Pordes
   Manuel Pozo Jimenez
   Dana Prandato
*** Mia Louise Previte
   Devan Michael Puopolo
   Fernanda Quintero
** Mario Rada
   Muhammed Samer Raja
   Fisal Rajkhan
   Enrique Alberto Ramirez
** J.D Ramon
   Jesys Ernesto Ramos
   Isabel Rathlev
   Olivia Rau
* Laura Lucia Reales Arboleda
* Carmen V. Reddick
   Gabriela Reichlin
*** Nicole Remy
   Karla Reyes
   Taisha Reyes
** Hamza Rhioui
* Soukaina Rhooudou
   Elias Richa
* Griffin Richards
* Adam Richer
* Nicole Riley
* Kimberly Ann Roberts
   Christopher Rocco
   Bre-anna Rodrigues

*** Summa Cum Laude  +++ Highest Distinction
** Magna Cum Laude  ++ High Distinction
* Cum Laude  + Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jamie Rodrigues
Ariel Rodriguez
* Alexa Roht
Lindsay Romens
** Amalia Rubino Muñoz
Nicholas Anthony Russo
Rafey Sadiq
Francesco Saia
Eduardo Said
Nicole Salamone
William Salovitch
Sasha Samson
Jiajie Sang
Frances Santana
Jessica Santana
Jessica Vieira Santana
Sam Scanlan
Kaitlyn Marguerita Schaaf
Ernesto Schroeder Velasco
Elvis Sekoko
Mirna Bassel Zaki Selim
Cem Senocak
Mohammed Aseer Shaik
** Weixi Shen
Daniel Sheridan
Guozi Shi
* Hui Shi
Steven Shipley
Ankit Shrestha
Matthew Sian Taglenti
** Irene Sicilia Labarquilla
Florian Sidze
Jessica Jennifer Sierra
** Louis Sierra
* Sean Silva
Jaime Roberto Simon Enriquez
* Stephen Smart
*** Catie L. Smith
*** Justin Smith
*** Levi Wesley Smith
* Amely Sok
+++ Anna Soloveva
Sergio S. Soltau
Alec Sorbelo
Guillermo Jose Sosa Yepes
Isabella Soto-Perez
Andrew Soucy
Coumba Sow
Gregory Speliotis
Joseph Staropoli
Barbara Stathi
Kylie Samantha Straccia
* Kanami Sugiyama
*** Shannon Sullivan
Han Sun
Xiaoying Sun
Joseph Sweeney
Morgan Thomas Sweeney
*** Lesley Ta
* Ngan Thu Ta
Nicolas Taeymans
* Darya Tajallipour
* Jin Hui Tan
Wilson Tan
** Kaitlyn Tanyer
* Yuthanat Tariyo
Maxwell Taylor
** Peng Tian
Fernando Jose Tome Flores
+ George Trakakis
* Hai Hoang Tran
*** John M. Tran
** Quang Tran
Timothy N. Trent
* Meghan Twombly
* Connor Vanderstreet
Christopher Vasquez
Leticia Villanueva
Juan Villazon
Rosangeliz M. Villegas Martínez
Andras von Fedak
* Huyen My Vu
+++ Kayla K. Walsh
Qi Wang
+ Rongxuan Wang
Shucheng Wang
Ximing Wang
Yifei Wang
* Gregory Watts
++ Alex Weare
* Shauna Weckesser
Jiahao Wei

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
+ Distinction
+++ Highest Distinction
++ High Distinction
+ Distinction
Maximilian Weiss
Malarie Weissenbach
* Jael B. Wembalonge
* Marlon T. Wesh
Erick Alfonso Westerhausen Carbonell
Hendra Wijaya
Joshua Wong
Tong Wu
Zhidong Wu
Juan Wurmser
Qihao Xia
Yi Xie
Yichen Xie
Ziru Xie
Hsu Paik Yadanar
Adnane Yankori
* Qinghui Yao
*** Kai Tsir (Katie) Yap
  Gina Theresa Yates
** Ying Wen Ye
** Casey Yee
  Carolina Yepes
  Sergio Yruegas Seemann
* Kendrick Yu
  Qi Lin Yu
  Yuping Yuan
  Giulia Maria Zagarella Veggi
*** Simone Zanini
  Jaime Zeittouni
  Chenghao Zhang
*** Hongjuan Zhang
  Zhao Zhang
  Xin Zheng
  Chang Zhong
  Jiawei Zhong
* Yumeng Zhong
  Beibei Zhou
* Shaowen Zhu
  Yihong Zou
** Nicole Ann Zouharis

*** Summa Cum Laude  +++ Highest Distinction
** Magna Cum Laude  ++ High Distinction
* Cum Laude  + Distinction
Suffolk University is a charter member of the National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration. Students must have a minimum cumulative GPA in the top 20 percent of eligible students.

Shannon Anderson
Emmanuel Vitor Andrade
Joshua Derouen
DeAngela Lee Golden-Venable
Kyle Ellen Kennedy
Callie McDermott

Jeffrey Powalisz
Alisa Raymond
Alisa M. Skatrud
Christopher Thibault
Ryan Woods

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society for accredited business programs of AACSB International, is the highest national scholarship honor that a student in a school of business or management can achieve. To be eligible for membership, students must rank in the top 10 percent of their junior or senior class or the top 20 percent of their master’s class.

Wadie Abbas
Dominique Apollon
Chelsea Belanger
Vincent Benetreau
Antonia Bennington
Haley Brown
Alicia Cannalonga
Chi-Kang Chuan
Maria Corchuelo
Kimberly DiCredico
Kristin Dimitrova
Daniel Farrohi
Kiley Hannan
Christopher Hassapis
Taylor Holmes
Haiyan Huang
Artem Karnaukhov

Sahag Kavlakian
Michelle Lampert
Daravithou Lim
Fernanda Lin
Eric Loo
Hannah Lunetta
Michael Malynn
Tiana Maraia
Deveney Melanson
Kaitlyn Mentlick
Katherine Milne
Zhenning Montagna
Alexandra Nagri
Trinh Nguyen
Anh Nguyen
Paola Ortez
Mai Pham
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES (continued)

Qui Pham
Trinh Pham
Mia Previte
Nicole Remy
Catie Smith
Levi Smith
Shannon Sullivan

Lesley Ta
Sherry Tian
John Tran
Man Ming Wong
Yuping Yuan
Yumeng Zhong

MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Hana Abdelkhalak
Adam Camiel
Carol Cardozo
Nathalia Castagna Clo
Ashley Cox
William Edes
Jaimie Gagne
Anisa Gjinis
Eric Gottlieb
Mark Grabowski
Kenneth Hannan
Alexei Iakovlev
Yousef Jaafar
Ari Kerstein
Chun-Feng Li
Edwin Melendez
Jason Morin

Tarah Novak
Joyce Nunes
Odilbek Nurmamatoev
Laura Ogownowski
Christina O’Keefe
Chelsea Pereira
Laura Quinn
Jesse Russell
Jasmin Sanchez
Rafael Sanchez
Heather Scudellari
Michael Seigfried
Karine Stephens
James Tsaparlis
Lauren Van Abel
Diana Walsh
Irina Zinovyeva
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS

CLASS MARSHALS
Rafael Sanchez, MSBA ’18
Kim Ginsberg, BSBA ’18
Hejian Liu, BSBA ’18
Levi Smith, BSBA ’18
John M. Tran, BSBA ’18
Kai Tsir Yap, BSBA ’18

COMMUNITY SERVICE SCHOLAR
Kathryn McAleer

COMMUTER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Brianna Driscoll
Nazifa Haque
Jacqueline Strom

DIVERSITY PEER EDUCATOR SCHOLARS
Nathan Espinal
Michaela Hallion
Cynthia Nunez
Dylan Parsons
Rhiannon Wiken
Erica Wisor

TRUSTEE AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Brianna Boidi
Grisell Francisco Canizales
Devarth Dixit
Adrian Francis Lambert
Michelle Lampert
Jonathan McTague
Connor Milligan

NATHAN MILLER BOSTON SCHOLARS
Damian Cruz
Uyen Dien
Marley Goncalves
Xuefang Huang
Vincent Edward LePore
Xiaoyan Liang
Yanqin Lin
Hannah Lunetta
Trinh Nguyen
Mai Pham
Qui Pham
Trinh Pham
Amber Dolores Pugliese
Jose Daniel Sorto Velasquez
Evette Thompson
Lihua Wu
Alexandra Zuluaga Duran

GENO A. BALLOTTI SCHOLARS
Jamie Blair
Helina Dawit
Samantha Day
Abhilasha Deka
Thanh Dinh
Kiley Hannan
Carla Huang
Haiyan Huang
Stephanie Hunter
Hejian Liu
Amberly Mendes
Julia Potapoff
Carmen Reddick
Jenny Rego
Nicole Zouharisi
FULHAM SCHOLAR
Brooke Heathco

SAWYER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Chi-Kang Chuan
Eleanor diCicco
Erik Nelson

Laura Lucia Reales Arboleda
Jael B. Wembalonge

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS
Dominique Anabelle Apollon
Samantha Batres
Sarah Belhaouari
Antonia Bennington
Michael Bonetti
Haley Anne Brown
Alicia Cannalonga
Brady Chant
Demetrius B. Chokshi-Fox
Maria Alejandra Corchuelo C.
Holly Driscoll
Kseniia Epishina
Farouk Ghandour

Jacqueline Greiner
Kiley Michelle Hannan
Christopher Adam Hassapis
Patrick Michael Hennessey
Rina Hirate
Olivia Rae Hoover
Sahag Alexan Kavlakian
Elizabeth Kerek
Michelle Lampert
Vincent Edward LePore
Fernanda Lin
Lindsey Marie Lo
Eric Loo

SAWYER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Mariana Barragan
Connor Fallon

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR SCHOLARS
Connor Fallon

VENDOME SCHOLAR
Holly Driscoll

GRiffin SCHOLARS
Luna Almada
Karla Baquerizo
Rachelle Bassett
Vincent Benetreau
Nicole Cacchiotti
Matthew Foley
Andrew Gelderman
Taylor Holmes
Haiyan Huang
Deuk Young Jeong
Jaliyah Jones-Robinson
Umar Khan
Kenza Kabbour

Danielle Lazarz
Maiyu Li
Daravithou Lim
Han Nguyen
John T. Olubambi
Megan O’Neil
Meghan K. O’Regan
Victoria-Leigh Parisi
Mai Pham
Louis Sierra
Anna V. Soloveva
Ngan Ta
Darya Tajallipour

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS
Kiley Michelle Hannan
Christopher Adam Hassapis
Patrick Michael Hennessey
Rina Hirate
Olivia Rae Hoover
Sahag Alexan Kavlakian
Elizabeth Kerek
Michelle Lampert
Vincent Edward LePore
Fernanda Lin
Lindsey Marie Lo
Eric Loo

23
Hannah Lunetta
Tiana Maraia
Redona Marku
Jennifer Martin
Nicholas Martin
Lindsay Martins
Aisling Sara Mehi\textgreek{a}n
Kaitlyn Mentlick
Elissa Mogauro
Zhenni\textgreek{n}g Montagna
Alexandra Nagri
Erik Nelson
Nolan O’Connor
Paola Ortez
Junyi Peng
Trinh Pham
Karen Politano
Mia Louise Previte
Laura Lucia Reales Arboleda
Nicole Remy
Kimberly Ann Roberts
Amalia Rubino Muñoz
Levi Wesley Smith
Amely Sok
Lesley Ta
Kaitlyn Tanyer
Peng Tian
Kai Tsir (Katie) Yap
Ying Wen Ye
Casey Yee
Nicole Ann Zouharis
HISTORY OF SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

From its earliest incarnation, Suffolk University has been a beacon of hope to people aspiring to better their lives through education.

Founder Gleason Archer had worked his way through college when a benefactor loaned him money to pursue the study of law. He asked only that Archer pass along the favor. In 1906 Archer began teaching law in the evenings in his home to those with limited time and financial resources. He believed that immigrants coming to America deserved educational opportunities that would lead to personal and professional growth.

The young law professor soon moved the school into his downtown Boston office, a location that made the school more convenient to students and, in time, opened doors to invaluable collaborations with government, business, and cultural institutions. After machinist and Suffolk student Roland E. Brown passed the bar in 1908, registration surged. Archer gave up his law practice to devote himself full time to the law school.

Suffolk Law School received its charter in 1914. Later, Archer founded what are now the College of Arts & Sciences and Sawyer Business School (in 1934 and 1937, respectively). The three academic units were incorporated as Suffolk University in 1937.

Building on the promise of its founding, Suffolk University continues to inspire and engage its diverse student body. Through carefully designed curricula, internships, mentoring, and networking, the University empowers students to meet their academic and professional goals.

The University now offers programs at the baccalaureate, master’s, and doctoral levels. Faculty members are just as devoted to teaching as they are to scholarly work. Suffolk’s classrooms, libraries, residence halls, and offices are housed in the heart of Boston, granting students superior access to career-making experiential learning opportunities and the best of city living. Historic Boston Common serves as the unofficial campus quad.

Suffolk students hail from across the nation and around the world. Thanks to the University’s campus in Madrid, Spain, and partnerships with global institutions, students enjoy a wide range of study abroad programs and international internships.

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY MISSION

Suffolk University is a talent catalyst that recognizes and develops student potential. Leveraging our location in the heart of Boston, our faculty, staff, and alumni work together to provide a student-centered experience. This diverse community builds on its dedication and excellence in education and scholarship to empower graduates to be successful locally, regionally, and globally.
THE UNIVERSITY TODAY

When Suffolk University students step out of campus buildings they step into the heart of downtown Boston, with all of the energy, opportunity, and possibilities that the city offers. The urban campus is woven into the fabric of Boston, enabling programs and courses to offer an experiential approach to education. Suffolk students enjoy a wealth of opportunities close to campus, from career-defining internships in the region’s business, government, legal, medical, and nonprofit communities to insights from guest speakers who are experts in their fields. Upon graduation, Suffolk students are well prepared for success.

The University offers undergraduate degrees in more than 60 majors and offers more than 50 graduate programs, legal degrees, certificate programs, and continuing education opportunities. It provides a student-centered experience with small classes and an emphasis on strong connections among its students, faculty, and staff. Suffolk is committed throughout its curriculum to the integration of civic engagement, social responsibility, and service learning, all of which foster the development of a responsible global citizen.

Students at Suffolk’s downtown Boston campus make up a vibrant mosaic, hailing from countries around the world and giving the University one of the highest proportions of international students among U.S. institutions. That diversity of backgrounds and perspectives makes the Suffolk educational experience richer and deeper for each of its students. Moreover, the Suffolk curriculum emphasizes global perspectives; students at all three schools study abroad through global travel seminars, internships, faculty-led programs, and summer- or semester-long programs with partner institutions. Freshmen may begin their Suffolk journey by studying for a year or two at Suffolk’s Madrid campus.

When they graduate, Suffolk students join a proud alumni community—more than 80,000 members strong. These alumni span the globe and are innovators and leaders in their fields. They are deeply invested in the success of today’s graduates.

Suffolk University continues to shape lives and uphold Boston’s rich tradition of promoting knowledge and innovation as it places students on the pathway to professional and personal success.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE AND SYMBOLS

The academic attire worn during commencement originated in medieval universities. The long black gown was worn for warmth and to conceal food—and sometimes wine—to be consumed during lecture recesses. The hood, which is the most colorful raiment, was used as an alms sack or to protect the wearer’s wig from the elements.

The velvet trimming of the doctoral hood signifies the academic area of the degree, and the hood lining reflects the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. Here are the colors you’ll see at today’s ceremony:

Drab Olive: Business Administration, Business Analytics, Accounting, Taxation, and Finance

Peacock Blue: Public Administration

Kelly Green: Healthcare Administration

Business students inducted into the Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society wear a royal blue satin honor stole outlined in gold with the Beta Gamma Sigma key logo. Public administration students inducted into the Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration wear blue-and-gold cords.

The marshal leads the procession carrying a mace. The mace originally was a weapon, and its ceremonial descendant confers an air of authority on those leading formal pageants.

The Suffolk University seal features the University motto *Honestas et Diligentia*, or Honesty and Diligence, and the founding date, 1906. The image is composed of a standard and torch flanked by single stars, and Beacon Hill is pictured in the background.
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

Dean
William J. O’Neill, Jr., BA, MBA, JD

Associate Dean/Dean of Graduate Programs and Academic Affairs
Michael Behnam, MBA, PhD

Associate Dean/Dean of Undergraduate Programs
Catherine McCabe, BA, MA, PhD

Assistant Dean of Graduate Programs
Heather Hewitt, BSBA, MSM

Assistant Dean of Administration
Helen O’Brien, BS, CPA

Assistant Dean of Undergraduate Programs
Michele Rosenthal, BA, MA

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

President
Marisa Kelly, BA, MA, PhD

Acting Provost
Sebastián Royo, MA, MBA, PhD, ML

Senior Vice President for Finance and Administration, and Treasurer
Laura Sander, BA, MA, CTP

Senior Vice President, External Affairs
John A. Nucci, BA, MPA

Senior Vice President, Advancement
Colm Renehan, BS, MSW, MSM, PhD

Vice President of Communications
Greg Gatlin, BA, MS

Vice President for Diversity, Access and Inclusion
Joyya P. Smith, BA, MEd, EdD

Dean of Students
Ann E. Coyne, BS, MA, EdD

Associate Dean of Students
Shawn Newton, BS, MS
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION (continued)

Dean of Admission and Financial Aid
Donna Grand Pré, BA, MBA

Associate Vice President and University Registrar
Mary Lally, BS, MS

Associate Vice President of Finance
Michelle Quinlan, BS, MBA

Assistant Vice President and Director of Student Financial Services
Jennifer Ricciardi, BA, MEd

Associate Provost for Institutional Research and Assessment
Gary Fireman, BA, MA, PhD

Assistant Vice Provost
Michael Mullahy, BA, MBA

General Counsel
Thomas Dorer, BA, MEd, JD

Chief Human Resources Officer
Katherine Whidden, AB

Chief Information Officer
Thomas J. Lynch III, BS, SM, EE, PhD

Chief Marketing Officer
Daniel J. Esdale, BSBA
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Robert C. Lamb, Jr., Chair
Mark E. Sullivan, Esq., Vice Chair

John L. Brooks III
Jeanette G. Clough
Daniel F. Conley, Esq.
Susan M. Connelly
Maria A. DiPietro
John Fernandez
Jill S. Gabbe
Patricia J. Gannon
Russell A. Gaudreau, Jr., Esq.
Ernst Guerrier, Esq.
John F. Harrington

J. Robert Johnson
Patrick F. Jordan III
Dr. Ivana Magovcevic-Liebisch, Esq.
Jennifer A. Nassour, Esq.
The Honorable Amy L. Nechtem
Carol Sawyer Parks
Susan M. Rugnetta
E. Macey Russell, Esq.
Larry E. Smith
Nancy J. Stack
Tara M. Taylor
A SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

Over the cobblestones of Boston,
And down the city’s lamp-lit streets,
Over the rivers, bays, and oceans,
We journeyed here, to learn and teach.
Gladly did we learn,
And gladly did we teach.
Guided by the beacon on our Hill,
And the Archer’s starry reach,
From every continent and every shore,
We journeyed here, to learn and teach.
Gladly did we learn,
And gladly did we teach.
In all the many ways we grew,
And amid the wonders we would see,
We were partners on a journey,
Whether the path was smooth or steep.
Gladly did we learn,
And gladly did we teach.
As the road unfolds before us,
And in the hopeful words we speak,
We honor and remember Suffolk
Where we all came to learn and teach.
Yes, gladly did we learn,
And gladly did we teach.
Gladly did we learn,
And gladly did we teach.

_c. Music by E. Aragón_
_c. Lyrics by F. Marchant and S. Rubin_
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME

Congratulations on your academic achievements and your graduation from the University.

Welcome to the Suffolk University Alumni Association! You are joining a network of more than 80,000 Suffolk graduates who are making extraordinary contributions to the life of Boston, the Commonwealth, the nation, and the world.

This is only the beginning of a lifetime relationship with your alma mater.

Be sure to also stay connected to the Sawyer Business School’s global network on Linkedin: Suffolk University - Sawyer Business School.

PHOTOGRAPHY INFO

A professional photographer will be taking pictures as graduates cross the stage. For more information and to order photos, contact:

Commencement Photos Inc.
978-851-5924
customerservice@commencementphotos.com

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PROGRAM IS NOT AN OFFICIAL GRADUATION LIST. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this Commencement program, printing deadlines may result in omission of some names and inclusion of names of persons not completing graduation requirements as intended. Academic honors listed in the program are based upon the earned grade point average at the end of the fall term. Final academic honors are calculated upon degree conferral. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status. Degrees and official academic honors will be awarded when all University requirements have been fulfilled.